
SCIENCE CLUB

Monday S7

Science generates solutions for everyday life and helps

us to answer the great mysteries of the universe. In other

words, science is one of the most important channels of

knowledge. Health care, disease, GM, food security,

sustainable development, global warming are just some

of the concerns we face as global citizens that need

answers and solutions from Science! Science develops

problem solving skills, critical thinking, team work and

innovation in all those who study Science. Those who

study Science will be rewarded with higher than average

salaries and there is an increased demand for Science

qualifications with a huge skills shortage in this field!



CODE & ROBOTICS CLUB

Tuesday C4

Coding is a skill that is valued in the workforce. It's hard

to ignore the influence of digital transformation on nearly

every aspect of your life, especially in the future of work.

Today, over 30% of every job can be automated with

existing technology — but studies have also shown that

those who are willing to learn can harness technology to

increase their productivity and advance their careers.

Coding teaches important skills such as critical thinking,

problem solving and creativity. Coding and programming

careers have great earning potential. Coding offers

career flexibility in a wide range of industry and fields.



3D PRINTING CLUB

Thursday T1

CNC stands for ‘computer numerical control’, a machine

is controlled by a computer: users can input their design

into some software and watch a machine build their

design. Students will no longer spend weeks on one

simple project, but, rapidly design, build, test and

prototype work spending more time evaluating their

work and work on more complex projects. CNC is the

basis of manufacturing and engineering. Preparing

students for jobs in a variety of exciting industries

including renewable energy, aerospace, mechanical

design , and many more. Students will learn how to use

leading software for design and engineering.



F1 IN SCHOOLS

Thursday T1

F1 in schools is a dynamic, action packed competition.

Students work as a team to design, construct and race

the fastest model Formula 1 car powered by compressed

air cylinders. The design of their F1 car must meet

specifications set by the International Rules Committee

and will submit both a technical and commercial portfolio

developing skills in; physics, aerodynamics, design,

manufacture, branding, graphics, sponsorship,

marketing, leadership, teamwork, media skills and

financial strategy. Students present their designs and

portfolio to industry leaders in engineering and

motorsports. Don’t miss the opportunity to be involved!

International STEM competition



STEM CLUB

Thursday Lunch A:T1 B:S9

Our world has become increasingly technologically and 

scientifically advanced; robots, intelligent automation, AI 

and R&D are developing at a rapid pace meaning STEM 

skills and qualifications are in demand! 30% of jobs in 

Berkshire are STEM related -it is crucial to develop STEM 

skills. STEM means being able to use all the skills from 

Science, Technology, Engineering and Maths to solve 

problems. STEM club helps develop critical thinking, 

team work, problem solving and creative thinking to 

come up with models and solutions.  Research, design, 

build, test and iterate using all the disciplines in STEM to 

come up with solutions to world problems!


